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Soo OoItery 
New San Jose State 
University  song girls chosen for 
next year include: (left) 
Claudia Ray, Jan 
Peterson,  Jill Bahr, Diane 














order  of the State  Fire 
Marshal- state signs on the 
entrances  






 Satellite Snack Bar. 
The 
Spartan
 Shops Board of Direc-




 section of the Old Cafeteria 
Building alter 
it reviewed a letter 
from 
State  Fire Marshal Albert E. 
Hole.  
The Board resolved
 that the area 
remain closed 
until  the coffeehouse 
section is 
partitioned  off. 
This was the
 third inspection by 
the 
tire  marshal. An April 6 inspec-
tion revealed earlier recommen-













 to comply 










 of the 
building cease until
 compliance. 
Spurt an Shops was 
hesitant at first 
to 
immediately






 after Prof. 
Scott Norwood, a board member,
 




 stated in the fire 
marhsars 
letter. 
The letter states in parts: 
"Con-
tinued occupancy 
places  the life 
"tcupant  s 
In loll 
weal  a 
hazard from 
fire  due to the 
present
 
lack of lire 
safe














occur and a loss of lite,  
or
 
even an injury, 
were









are  pending." 
Norwood  
slated
 emphatically he 












upcoming  events at the Joint Effort 
Cot fee House unless an alternative
 
location can be found. Poet Michael 




 and Cheek was 
scheduled
 to appear tonight. 
Inadequacies 
stated  by the fire 
marshal include the absence of 
lighted exit signs and panic 
hardware 'emergency
 exitsi, no 
shelving for food items, no 
fireproofing of decorations and 
decor, and improper storage of flam-
mable materials. 




 of coffeehouse 
operations, be responsible for 
fireproofing
 the building. However, 





 hike rests in Assembly 
By Gail Shiomoto 
State college trustees will be given 
the power to set tuition at the 
California State colleges if Assembly 
Bill 1491 is approved by the Com-
mittee on Education and passed by 
the
 state legislature. 
AB 1491, introduced to the 
legislature
 April 24 by 
Assemblyman  





involve  both 
graduate  and 
undergraduate students at the state 
colleges.
 
As it reads now, the bill will not 




Although a specific tuition amount 
has not been 
written into the bill, he 














 Center faltering 
By LOU COVEY 
In 1970,
 Mitzi Briggs. 
an
 aging Palo 
Alto millionairess, donated 184 acres 
of undeveloped land
 on Mt. 
Hamilton.
 valued at 
approximately  
$1 million for the 
construction of an 
American 
Indian cultural center. 
'l'o date, the center is still only an 
idea on paper and 
little, if any, 
progress 
has  been made toward 
com-
pletion of the project. 
The 
original  agreement 
was made 
between Mrs.







 on Sept. 10, 
1970 "for the 
establishment





center  and 
medical 




Indians  ... and 













provide  for a 




designed  to 
help  new 
arrivals  in San 
lose, under 















































services in marital, alcoholic and 
welfare 
problems. 
In a report made to the
 Bureau of 
Indian Affairs (Oct. 30, 19701  by Mrs. 
Clara Seele, a Cherokee and founder -
chairman of the ANIOF, the program 
was outlined and a request for a grant 
of $259,595 was made. 
According to the report, that was 
the amount of money needed to cover 
the initial costs of st affing and equip-
ping the proposed center. 
At the time the ANIOF was tem-
porarily housed  in the Park Center 
building in downtown San lose. 
None of that money was to be used 
for actual construction and there is a 
question as to how much of the 
money, if any, was received by the 
ANIOF. 
Reported $4,459,250 cost 
In another
 report,  published and 
submitted to the foundation by 
Johnson and Law, a Palo Alto 
architectural firm, the projected 
costs of construction of the center 
were 
estimated
 at $4,459,250. 
The ANIOF was 
formed by Mrs. 
Seele in 1970 for the purpose of 





by-laws  of 
the 
foundation, the board of directors 
and the advisorial board of trustees 
are elected by a majority vote of the 
Women's  Week 
program
 
foundation's members. However, 
many
 
of  the members of both boards 
have been appointed to those 
positions. 
In order to qualify for the
 board of 
directors a person must be at least 
one -quarter Indian, have a high 
school
 education and have a "good" 




The foundation has been loudly 
criticized by members of the Indian 
community in San lose for mis-
management of the project and 
misrepresentation of their ideas. 
One community leader, Jay  Healy. 
chairman of the San lose chapter ol 
the American Indian Movement 
(AIM) 
said, '"I'he Nation in One 
Foundation is supposed to be 
representative of all tribes. But it has 
only five members on the board of 




According to Healy there 
are ap-
proximately 300 different tribes in 
North America, and it would be im-
possible to truly represent all tribes. 
Healy went on to 
say,  "They're not 
a really 
organized
 group. They just 
can't seem to make decisions." 
Healy 
fails  
Healy has made two attempts for 





 with a speech
 on sexism 
in 
language  and 
ending
 on the current
 

































at 7 p.m., 
Dr. Robin 
Lakoff,









































































































































































































to be on 











marriage  are 
planned


























ministers of the United Campus 
Ministry at  Stanford University, will 
speak on "Egalitarian Marriage" and 
Maxine and Jerry Bolick from the 
Sexual Freedom League are 
scheduled to speak on "The New 
Sexuality." 
Friday's 




School  of 
Law.










Equalit  v 
" 





Gus Adams, director of the Indian 
Center, 90 S. Second 
St., said he had 
been 
asked to become a member of 
the board 
of trustees by Mrs. Seele. 
(See page 3) 
ding not more than $200 per 
semester  
would be set. 





 he said 
there 
is "nu reason 
for any blood 
baths to take 
place on the state
 
college 


















who sit back and think 
tuition 




value of the situation," 
he said. "If st udents and faculty don't 
speak out against 




bill  not because he 
is a  strong 
proponent
 of tuition, but "to 
make the 
trustees happy,
 since they would like 
to' see 
something  like this 
es-
tablished."  
King questioned the 
actions of the 
Board of Trustees.
 He said if the 
trustees 
were






 and needs, they
 wouldn't 
want to push 
tuition,  since it is 
"detrimental"
 to students. 
Yet the Board of 
Trustees has 
already gone 
down in record as being 
in 
favor of tuition, said
 King. 
"'rhe 




 than they represent 
the state colleges and university
 
system,"
 he said. 
Ted lames,




"The trustees are people appointed
 
by the governor for 16 -year 
terms,"  
said the 21 -year
-old economics ma-
jor. "They 
definitely don't reflect the 
interests of the majority, and for 
them to figure how much students 
should pay is outrageous." 
Both King 
and lames said tuition, if 
established, would be 
discriminatory  
to both low-income
 and middle -in-
come students. 
King said California has es-
tablished a precedent
 that education 








cial aid and charging
 tuition, the 
trustees  are saying education
 is a 
selective 







previously introduced the 
basic  
format of the bill several times before 
legislature, but










Vasconcellos  and other op-
ponents of tuition have 
been paying 
little attention to the bill 
because  it 
has been killed 











"Students aren't getting educated 
in the sense of being job oriented," 




Activities  and Services Of-
fice, recently. 
He explained 
this  is the purpose of 
a 
two-day  symposium on students 
and the job market sponsored by the
 




 held in the Student Union 
Monday and Tuesday. 
"America is 
concentrating
 on the 
leisure time
 idea, that men don't have 
to work," he said. "One of the 
seminars will cover this 
aspect  by 
explaining the idea 
of puritan work 
ethics and 
its  conflict with the 
cybernetic
 age we are presently 
moving  into." 




 and current 
practices of the
 job market which are 
affecting jobs and 
employment
 in the 
f ut ure.
 
Discussion panels will include
 San 
Jose
 State University 








 Santa Clara County 





 Esplund of 
Sunset Magazine.
 
Griffin said, "The job 
symposium
 
is aimed at giving 
students an 
understanding
 of what type of em-
ployment they 
can get into right now 
with some 
sort  of guaranteed job as-
surance." 
Seminars  will explain 
why there 
are so few jobs, 
suggest ways for a 
student to secure a job and 
alternatives available to the unem-
ployed student. 
Following is a list of workshops 
being offered: 
Monday, May 7: "Role in Profes-
sional Communications," 10 a.m, to 
noon, Almaden Room. 
Minority Women: "Their 
Education and Career Op-
portunities," 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.. 
Guadalupe 
Room.  
rraining and Employment of 
Students in Social Services," 1 to 4 
p.m., Costonoan Room. 
"The Handicapped and Em-
ployment." 1:30 to 3 p.m., Almaden 
Room. 
"Future lob Perspectives and the 
Role of the Computer," 1:30 to 3 p.m., 
Cost (moan Room.
 
"Definition and Proper Use of the 
Placement
 Center at San Jose State 
University," 2 to 4 p.m., Calaveras 
Room. 
"Cooperative Area Manpower 
Planning System (Camps)," 2 to 4 
p.m., Pacheco
 Room. 
"Leisure Alternatives in a Work -
Oriented World," 3:30 to  5:30 
p.m..  
Guadalupe Room. 
   
Tuesday, May 8: "Assertiveness
 on 
the Job: 
A Demonstration" and 
"Career Opportunities for
 the Mature 
Woman," 9:30 to 
noon,  Umunhum 
Room. 
"Training and Employment of 
Students in Social 
Services,"  9 
toll
 
a.m., Guadalupe Room A and
 B. 
"New Ways to 
Work," 10 to 11:30 








The name California State 
University at San
 lose may soon be 
changed. 
'rhe 
state Senate Education Com-
mittee has given initial approval to a 




8-0 vote, the committee ap-
proved senate bill 381
 introduced by 







The Distinguished Scholar in Residence Program is currently a sleeping 
issue here at San lose State University. 
The program has sponsored such notables
 as Alan Watts, Dick Gregory 
and Buckminister Fuller 
in
 its past efforts to unite our campus with the 
teachings  and ideas of scholars from all over the country. 
The Scholar in Residence program is a long-standing 
tradition  at many 
colleges and universities, but 
was not a part of the SISU 
educational
 scene 
until 1966. when Fuller 
was chosen as the first Scholar in 
Residence.  
Fuller 
was  the engineer of the now -famous 
geodesic  dome, and began his 
residency  here in February, 1966. 




 symposiums and acting as 
a consultant to various groups
 on campus. 
Author
-philosopher
 Watts spent the fall 
semester  of 1968 discussing his 
ideas on 
Eastern  religion and teaching a 
class in Basic Oriental 
Philosophies.
 
According to a fall 1968
 Spartan Daily article 
on Watts, he was chosen 
as 
Scholar in Residence 
because he was "willing 
to
 spend a lot of timeon cam-
pus." 
Gregory,  a Black 
comedian,  civil rights 
leader  and author, 
was
 the Scholar 
in Residence 
for 1969. He offered
 four two-day 




 highlighted by 
comic  speeches and 
discussions of 





 adviser Ted 
Gehrke,  it now 
costs  "too 
much money" to sponsor a Scholar
 in 
Residence
 for the whole year or even 
one semester.
 
"It has been 
the
 
board's  policy to try to 
book
















the  program 
board had 
booked  jazz 
bassist  Cecil 























was to be 
paid
 in part by a 
$900 





 by an 




for the Arts 
program. 
Gehrke





 held over 
until next 
year,  
and he is 
currently  
contacting  







would  like to 
see more 





all up to 
next years 

























"Last  year 
the
 board toyed
 with the 
idea of having






Avalon  and 





the  1960's," 
Gehrke  added.
 "I bet we 
could  pack the 
ballroom 
























doomed  to 
rest
 in past 







decide  the 
high















 at state universitites
 in San 
Diego, Humboldt. 
and San Francisco. 
According to a spokesman in Al-
quist's San lose office, the bill will be 
sent to the Senate floor this week and 







SISU  Alumni As-
sociation and 





 al in the 
introduction  
of
 the bill. 
The 




 by their 
communities
 and are 








 of the SISU 
Alumni 
Association,  a 
pride
 in the 
historical
 background







"We are and always
 will be San 
Jose State 
University  in the 
eyes  of 
the local







 said. "To 
change the name after 
85
 years is too 
confusing, too 












of the bill," 
and that he 
expects  
"stringent 





 too optimistic when the 
bill first went
 to the committee," 
Neufeld 
said. "But now we have a 
very broad 





















































































































 may be 
distributed  on 
this
 campus is 
thus, who 
is right. 
-Brazil or the 
current  policy 

















































































The  more time 
wasted,  the 
longer 
an
 unfair and 
anachronis-
tic 
policy  will 
continue  to be 
in-
plimented by the 
scheduling of-
fice and the 
longer
 a state of con-
fusion  will 
reign. 
Nixon  




 glaring example of the 
inconsistency of Pres. Richard 




Pres. Nixon based the
 majority 
of his 1968 
campaign on the 
promise to restore law and order 
to 
America.  The words "law and 
order" have also been included in 
many of his speeches since then. 
It appears he 
ignored these 
words when he failed to 
stop  the 
plot to bug the Watergate. Pres. 
Nixon's excuse that he had no 
control 
over his '72 campaign 
staff, seven of whom have been 








aides allegedly had prior 
knowledge
 of the plot. 
Thus  Pres. Nixon has es-
tablished a 
double
 standard for 
crime.






 crime of his em-
ployees. 
Another 













 States to 






























































































faith  in 
the leader







































































ponsibilities of the 
President."
 
Therefore, the men who
 ran 
the 




I find it very hard to believe 
that an intelligent man like Nixon 
had the wool
 thrown over his 
eyes.
 
And. I'm sorry I 






 $2.9 million 
aid  package, he is 
ready
 to forgive 
the country that 
killed about 
47,000  Americans and im-
prisoned and 
tortured




However,  he refuses to pardon 





House at an all-time low, it would 
behoove Pres. Nixon to follow a 



















































































 It is for those
 of 


















American  Indian 
Movement  has 
waged at 
Wounded  Knee, 
for 
many of 
us the only 
available  
source of information






media.  For a period 
of time, the 
press has made an 
effort to tell us 
that the 
Indians
 at Wounded 
Knee 
asked  all non
-Indians
 to stay 
away. If 
that
 were the case,
 we 
would
 not be here tonight. 
It is true that the 
Indians
 do not 
need tourists, 
sightseers,  dope or 
thrill seekers. 
They  do want and 
need and open 
their arms to hard-
working, sincere 
people who will 
build a movement 
capable of res-
ponding to the
 FBI's military 
aggression. 
The 
struggle going on at 
Wounded Knee can only be vic-





 across the country. 
No where is the plight of op-
pressed people seen so clearly 
as
 
in the Indian 
peoples.  No where is 
the 
right  and need for self-
determination felt more strongly 
today. 
Through the recent decades of 
the American revolutionary 
movement, 
we




 the right of nations 
to have self-determination. Now 
comes 
the test to see who will 
continue to intellectually 
rationalize  
their  
impotence  and 
 xlantalinenesnettenerstOsinnnWslibennignalnignalinglA011/111.11~/Ans.  









Coach  Nixon's 
pep talk before
 the U.S.A.-
U.S.S.R. basketball game: 
1. He denounced the 
rationale that was apparently 
behind the 
instigators of the 
Watergate scandal,
 that being, 
"The end justifies the 
means."  
Beautiful. But the coach also 
referred to 
"the  renewed bom-
bing of North Vietnam, which 
after 
12 years of war finally 







the end justifying the means. 
2. He said that during
 his 
administration, "justice will 
be pursued fairly, fully and im-





same man who on March
 12 
said that members and former 
members of his personal staff 
would refuse to testify before 
congressional 
committees.  
3. For helping bring the case 
to justice, Nixon commended, 
among others, "a vigorous free 
press." Fantastic. But it has 
been under his administration 
that reporters have been jailed 
for protecting sources, and it 
has been he who holds press 
conferences as often as his 
football plays work. which is 
not very
 often. 
With  all this in mind, we find 
it interesting that a leading 
factor
 in George  McGovern's 
defeat last fall was his alleged
 
inconsistency. How does one 
explain that? lust another in-














































 for persons 

























2. The new 
standards  will 
be used to 




























 area which 
will  be much 










the  new 
"recovery 
houses" 
















reduction  in 























 is barren. 
To place 















 and campus 
groups. The 
City  of San Jose is 
impotent
 to license 
and 
regulate such 
facilities.  The 
County of Santa 
Clara  does not 
give any indication
 that it is 
intending to 
help  the City with 
its long
-existing  problems in 
the campus 
community,  let 
alone 




City  Council 
must take 
strong  and arbitrary 
steps 
now,  that is, no 
new 
facilities































































This is in 




































 all unite 
to defeat 


































AROUND  ANN/MORS ! 
'Misspeak'
 
































































































































are  we 
trying




the  animals?" 
Unidentified  





 police are not
 called in to 
create 
disorder. 
The  police are 
called




Chicago  Mayor 











they closed the 





couldn't  get 10 
votes
 for this bill." 
Barry Goldwater




 to crucify Bill
 
Fulbright." 
Martha  Mitchell. 
"Look
 at our Lord's 
disciples.  
One betrayed him 
and  one denied 
Him. 
If












































Black  man 
who  doesn't 
carry a 
gun should be 
put in an in-
sane 















 tree's a 
tree. You 
see  one 
you've 
seen them 
all."  Gov. 






You know who 
shot Abraham 
Lincoln,
 don't you? It watrau-tic-







 are always 
buying 
conventions.





















"Unless  I ran away 





criticizes  me is a rat." 
Jackie Onassis. 
"No 





 comment." Yale 
President 
Kingman  Brewster 
commenting on the 
courtroom  ac-
quittal  of a Black Panther. 
"There are 
plenty
 of mediocre 
judges and 
lawyers
 in this coun-
try. They deserve 
representation  
on the Supreme Court."Sen. Hrus-










I would like to 
clear up a myth. 








 each other to 
the 
White man



































the  buyers. 
Slavery  











current cutbacks in 
education 
- - fellowsi,ips and 
traineeships
 - - are understan-
dable economic
 judgments. But 
how do they 





There is no question about the 
demands of our society to 
produce expertise in every 
professional 
field. 
There is no 
question  that we 




There is no question that as the 
most influential nation in the 
world, we have a 
duty to produce 
the best. 
But the
 best lies in the bright 
young intelligent 
minds  in our 
society and many minds never get 
a chance to reach their potential. 
Potential
 costs money. 
In the 
past,  abuses have been 
made with fellowship support 
which
 allowed many graduates to 
enjoy "a 
stimulating





back  to 
society. 
But this defense 
seems  unjus-
tified in the 
face
 of vast numbers 
of
 students who 
are now 
suffering 






National Institute of 
Health  
makes  it 





















results  in 
the  pursuit 
of 






it's hard to 





 art and 
politics.
 
The student investment is H 
mighty one and there 
has  to be an 
answer. 
To make the student 
pay  back 
his tuition in terms
 of a lifetime 
investment,
 is making many 
students 
pull away from 
higher 
education and
 settle for 
something less. 
If there is no 





perhaps  the 
answer





The solution might be for the 
professionals to put 
aside  a 
quarter of the assets they have 
accumulated in a lifetime in a 
"will fund for students" to be dis-
tributed after their death. 








that time in Africa. However, it 
was much different 
from  slavery 
in this 
country.  
In Africa, though slaves were 
regarded as property by law,
 in 
practice 
they often became 
trusted associates of their 
masters and 
were  relatively free. 
Moreoever, children  of slaves 
could
 not be 
sold,  as 
was  the com-





 to marry 
within the families








 as chattel property by 
practice as well
 as by law. Their 
ignorant owners 
classified them 
as non -human 
even  to the point of 
leaving
 them exposed to deadly 
infectious human disease 
because they felt the slaves 
were
 
immune, as a plow
 horse was im-
mune.  
Torture was a common 
control 
method. Slaves 
were  fed barely 
enough to 
subsist  and work hours 





 and American 









slave  merchants 











 at San lose.
 California
 






















































 Se 31.1 Off
 campus 
puce















































































Compiled from The Associated Press 
LOS  ANGELESPentagon Papers trial judge Matt Byrne 
demanded to know yesterday whether E. Howard Hunt has told 
a 
Washington
 D.C. grand jury about his alleged role in the 
burglary of Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist's office. 
Byrne said that at Hunt did 
testify,
 he wants the grand jury 
transcript  of the testimony released. 
the
 judge also indicated he wanted government data on four 
other matterspert inning
 to the trial. 
They included the report that at least two New York Times 
reporters and 10 White House stalt members had their phones 
wiretapped in connection with the Pentagon Papers trial. The 








OAKLANDCalifornia Atty. Gen. Evelle Younger went to 
court yesterday to block the Berkeley City Council from re-
quiring that it give prior approval before police make marijuana 
arrests. 
In a 7-1 vote Wednesday, the council ordered police to follow 
the directives of the initiative passed April 17 which would give 
the marijuana arrests a low 
priority. 
Younger's petition said the measure conflicts with the state 
constitution  and that state law requires a peace officer to make 
an arrest whenever he has reasonable cause to believe a state 
ottense has 
been
 committed in his presence. 
Slate and county law enforcement officials may have logo to 
Berkeley to enforce the law if the council doesn't change its 









"Give me some time 
to blow 





























Wilson and Dort hy 
Silva, run -oft candidates for 
San lose city council seat five 
in the June 5 elections, are 
scheduled to speak
 Monday at 
7:30 p.m. The 
discussion is 
planned
 to take 
place  in the 
Meeting 
Hall
 of the Social
 
Services Building, Younger 
and
 First streets 
and  is spon-
sored 
by











received  17 per 
cent of the vote 
in
 the April 10 
election. She is 
active  in 
several homeowner as-
sociations and is president of 
the Hampton Foothill 
Homeowner's Association. 
Ehe 47 -year -old politician 
ran against Councilwoman 
Janet Gray Hayes in 1971, but 













 of the vote in 
April  and 
Virginia 
Shaffer  and 
Coun-













 but still 
want to vote in the
 June 5 city 
council
 elections, can apply 
for absentee ballots starting 
Monday, according to the City 
Clerks office. Letters should
 be sent to the 
To apply for shallots
 letter Lily Clerk, 801 N. First St. All 
of explanation
 must be sent to letters must be in by 5 p.m., 
the clerks office. 
May 
29.  
"Simply say you are a 
registered voter
 and will not 
be a resident of San 
Jose
 on the 
day of the elections," a records 
clerk said. 
won 




precincts. She has 















of the city's 
Com-
mittee on 
the Status of 
Women.
 
Mrs. Wilson, 44, has 
received
 the endorsement of 
Councilman 
Walter  Hays, who 
currently occupies the fifth 




chapter of the 
women's caucus, 
officially  es-
tablished in March. holds its 
meetings the
 first Monday of 
every 









































director  who 




act  as 
supervisor  of 
the 
center,  and 








































at the actions of Mrs. Seek.
 
Repeated  

















the  ANIOF 
who 






has  not 
participated








Swam will be 
held  on Seventh 





will  be tenured.  
Delwin 
A Mince will be 
held from 9 p.m.
 
until I 




 at 75 H. 



















 at 7 
p.m.
 at San lose
 City College 
Admission 
is 
tree to the 








Deportmeet  will 








Politics"  at 
930  cm. in 
UMH 225 
































 2 p.m. to 
the  
garden 












at 7 snd 
10
 Rm. in 














will  be 
the
 guest 































































music.a  lash 




 food. 'I 
lus show 




















Hall  al /1.15 
p.m.  Admisthin
 
or country; yet she claims to 
represent




working  for the 
American Indian Press As-
sociation. thinks Mrs. Seele 
has only her 
best
 interests in 
mind. I don't think anyone has 
defended the AN 101  as much 
as I 
have...but  I don't believe 
she is going to build anything 
on that land." 
Meigs, and other people in-
volved with the foundation in 
the past, claim the original 
agreement
 states if no 
permanent 
improvement in 
the land is made




the  land will go 
back to Mrs. Briggs. 
However. if Mrs. Briggs dies
 
or is otherwise unable
 to take 
that land back, the property 
will go to Mrs.
 Seele. 
Meigs said "there  are legal 
actions being taken 
concerning the land and Mrs. 
Seele." but declined to go any 
urther. 
In 1971 a sanity hearing 
brought against Mrs. Briggs 




 there has been 
other criticism 
of
 the ANIOF, 
hee 
hoods), 
Maks El Seal presents "Near Last
 
kaleidoscope; a special presentation 
texturing the !nods. music, dances,  and 
Lielinln ol the Middle East 'Ibis presen-
tation will hewn at 11:30 a.m. and lest 
until 10 p.m. tor advance tickets and in-
lormallon call Zarila Aradoon at 295-
54 in. 
Mow* 
Meaday Cisme presents "Loves ol 
 
Blond." not lobe cant med with "Mondie 
loves Vegwood." to be shown in Morris 
Unley Audit on 
um et 330 and 7:30 p.m.
 
Imitate are 50 cents.
 
Workshop 'Alternative to the 
lob 
Syndrome will be dimmed in a two-
day workshop sponsored by the 
Students Activities 011Ice. 'I his dis-







Cabin Lskoll. of LIC Berkeley. 




hoorah ler itell film and 
discuseion genes 
presents "Come to Your Manses." "In -
I ormal ion Procession," and "Meditation 
Crystallized," three
 films. in the 8.11. 
Lom Prin. Room al 7,30 p.m. 
Uebele A debate between coty council 




*Ilson will be held In the meeting Minot 
the social sciences building. located at 








sored by the :tants Lima t;ouni y (Ampler 
oi the National Women's Political 
 ILeglaserlag Department presents 
N
on Froxell of the
 
Data Disc. 
corporation. who will talk on the latest 
in Nitrifies an computer graphics and 
killf0 storage. I his len ore will be held at 
12 Itt pm in Eng 154 
eel Chasm,  the weight welching club, 
will meet at noon in the melting room of 
the 
!acuity
 dthing room 
caret ul investigation
 shows 
most is based on misin-
lormation. 
Gus 
Adams  agrees the ill' 
feelings toward ANIOF 
might 
be curbed if the Indian com-
munity were better informed 
of foundation actions. "Most 
people just don't know what is 
going on," 
said  Adams, "and 
they become suspicious." 
John Davis. 
vice president 
disclosed. "'I'he foundation is 
currently working on things 
that are of nobody's particular 
business," said Davis. -When 




Johnson has been 
with the 
project "tor about four years," 
and is considered by some 
members of the Indian com-
munity to be the most objec-
tive 
person  involved with
 the 
project and its politics.
 
"It's amazing 
what goes into 
a project
 
of this size," said 
Johnson. "We've been able 
to
 
get people to help build the 
center, but we can't seem to gel 
the materials donated." 




offered to build a swim-
ming pool on the 
land.  "They 
cleared away the area but we 
had nothing to build the pool 
with. There just isn't any 
money."
 
Johnson has been donating 
his firms services, but he is 
not sure 




 has made 
several trips to 
Washington  
for grants and things
 like 
that," said Johnson, "but 
the 
money never gets here. It gets 
'bureaucrat  ed. away." 
Johnson 
says there has been 
a "rethinking" 
of how the 








campments from the various 
nations and opening it up as a 
sort of tourist attraction,
 II 
successful,
 the income would 
help build the center." 
According to Johnson  the 
proposed idea would ac-
complish one of the purposes 
of the center: that of holding 
onto a cultural heritage. "It 
would be stalled with young 





involved  with 
the land are 
draining what lit-
tle money
 is available. "The 
county taxes are just eating 
them up," states Johnson. 
Johnson concluded,
 "II took 
me
 over lour months
 to finally 
understand
 how the 
Indians 
talk and 
think.  All of 
them
 
agree as to the
 good of the 
idea...they 
just  can't seem 
to 
agree on how 
it
 is to be ac-
complished." 
Every Saturday

































So.  Market St. San Jessie 
Present
 Student Body Card For Discount 
all 
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 such 19th 







leads the class 
in singing the ballads. 
During these 
"lecture-
concerts.-  Schwendinger 
also 
plays the 
concertina  or 
squeeze  box,  which was a 
popular instrument
 on 
American whaling ships. 
Schwendinger has given sea 
shanty
 
present al ions at 
libraries and school campuses 
in the Bay Area,  and on local 
radio stations. 
He has also written a paper 
entitled. "Herman Melville 
and Sea Shanties of the 19th 






Schwendinger  has given lec-
ture -concerts
 for three and 
one -hall 
years. Before each 
presentation, he hands out 
song sheets to the audience 
and urges them to sing along. 
"Some audiences react very 
nicely and sing along with me,  
but others 
are  not as en-
thusiastic." he said. 
Along 
with
 the singing ses-
sion, Schwendinger shows 
about 90 slides depicting 








Rep.  Jerome Walche, D -Con -
Ira Costa County,  will speak 
today at noon on Seventh 
Street. 
"The future of our en-
vironment" is the title of 




problems of California and the 
United States and will utter 
solutions to those problems. 
Waldie's speech is being 













 rii ol 
San Jose State University will 
present its final concert
 
of the 







Under the direction ol 
Robert Manning, assistant 
professor of music, the orches-
tra will perform -fragic 
Overture Op. 81" by Bra hms, 
'Lieutenant Kije Suite" by 




























(THE MAD KING 
OF 
BAVARIA)  


























rili hap! Jayst on 
.r. Schwendinger
 





 many rare. out-ol-
publication
 books. 
Schwendinger also presents 
selected readings from such 
sea" authors as Melville, 
Richard Henry






writings and the 
sea ballads. 
What started Schwen-





"I've always had a love for 
lolk songs of that period. 






"Any  good literature reflects 
the culture
 of the time 
Melville did this," Schwee 
clinger said. 
He  also explained
 that his 
minimally in the
 sea life was 
natural
 since he was born and 





yearv ago. "I 
couldn't find 
anyone in the 
Bay Area to 
leach 
menu
 I taught mysell
 to 
play." he said. "It wasn't
 hard 
because the songs are so lovely 
and natural." 
He said that at each presen-
tation a couple of people 
express interest
 in learning 
how to 
play  the instrument, 




the sea ballads deal with such 
topics as slavery and piracy. 




 the shanties, he said. 
"the
 shanties are working 
songs of the sailors, and are 
authentic reflections of the 
people and times. They are 
dramatic and show the ills of 
the tune. he explained 
hese ballads were 
extremely import ant to 
Melville  because they were 
sea narratives. He used them 
in such great sea works as 
Moby Dick and 'Billy Bud,' 
schwkmdinger said. 





 I will try to get some
 
shanties recorded





plans to give many
 more  lec-
tore-concert s. "It's 
a lot of 
Ion.'  he claimed. 
Schwendinger would also 
like to teach a class dealing 







Study at the 


















 to Hawaii! 




















Another  criti. 
cally acclaimed album from 















Ma.Looe,  Tone 
cF 31584
 
The album of the 70's. 
Featuring the great smash. 
Hangin'  Around." and 
..orne of 
the best,  new rock. 
ngest songs you've
 ever 



























































Some of the mast beeutiful 
and







and bigger than ever 
360 Degrees 












One song of 





with one of the biggest 































































and omporetional music 
around.
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 have thined 
forces  with Cream's Jack 
Bruce. Their relentless 
debut album is called "Why 
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 may have the
 
best high lumping 
team  in the 
conference but they will
 all 
have
 to break their 
life -time 






 a.m. at Bud 
Winter Field. 
Representing  the 
San lose 
State 
University  spikers in 
that event are Dave 
Curtis (6-
10 1,41, Bill Crawford 16-11 1-




trio will be facing 
a star-
studded field of Pat
 Matador' 
17-6 
1 21, Reynaldo Brown (7-
4( anti Dwight Stones (7-3 1-
2). 
A hotly -contested discus
 
battle looms between John 
Powell 1210-81 and Gary 
Ordway 
1208-51.  
Powell. a product 
of San 
lose,  threw the 
platter  212 feet 
last week to beat Olympian 







in baseball crucial 




 two class 
pitchers






















 8-4 in PCAA 
play. 
will  start their ace 
lel-
thander.
 Rod Boyer. 
The 
tumor
 hurler is 8-2 on the  
year 13-1 
in conference) and 
has struck out 135
 hitters, 
breaking his own 
school 






represents a GOP school 
record. Overall, 
Bovee's  earn -
run 
average  is 1.59. 
Opposing Bowe, who 
lost 3-
I to the Spartans last 
season,  
will be the ace 
of
 the good 
guy's stall, 
sophomore  left 
Gingrich.  
Gingrich's won -lost record 
does not compare to 
Hi:wee  15-
31. 
but his ERA is incredible. 
Currently.  in PCAA play.
 
fingrich sports a 0.76 ERA. In 
his last




tired an impressive 
three -hitter la beat the Bron-
cos, 5-1. He has 92 strike -outs 
it 102
 
I nil! nes 







(A1111,0,11;0 I,,, ii,, 
; 11,111, ail intramural 
softball
 championship. 
The reason; All three
 if 
heir teams are in the Stilt ball cham-
pionship playoffs. 
Monday their undeleated last pitch team [ought back tram 
almost certain defeat scoring three runs in the bottom of the 
eighth inning
 III deleal
 Sigma Chi 
12-11. 
Elie game. scheduled
 for SPVIM innings, ended regulation play 
in a 9-9 
standott.
 
Sigma Chi look an 11-9 lead in their hall 
'it
 the eighth. But 
Sigma Chi pitcher loe Quartuntati.s control suddenly
 deserted 
him. A hit batsman and three walks 
forced
 in one run. 
With two outs and the bases still loaded 
and the count three 
balls and two strikes.
 Ron Salas puked a single 
between
 first 
and second, two runs scampered home 
giving Theta Chi the game 
and a undefeated 9-0 record in league
 play. 
In
 Tuesday -Thursday Fast 
Pitch  league action
 'theta
 
Chi  II 
dropped  the Iasi Squad 




 as the 






 the Taxi 
Squad  defeat "the 
biggest
 upset of this ['rimy 
other season. They 
'taxi squad' are probably
 the most powerful team
 in in-
ramurals.-
Not 10 be outdone
 
by 
their  fast -pitching collegues. the 
Theta 
Chi representative in intramural slow -pitch
 action defeated the 
previously unbeaten 
Monday
-Wednesday slow -pitch cham-
pions Allyles 9-2. 
With their victory. Theta Chi won
 the right to meet the Schitz. 
who wound up just behind
 Theta Chi in Tuesday -Thursday 
league action. but 
qualified  tor the championship finals. 
Intramural s," 
link.









FOR DRY. ROUGH. RED, CRACKED
 SKIN 
HAND SILK HEALING CREAM 























 is crucial for both 
teams. 
The Tigers are 
curren-
tly tied for first 






are  one and a 
hall 
games 
behind,  6-5-1 in 
PCAA  
play.




baseman  Mark 
Ket titian 
continues to lead 
Spill at the
 plate in 
conference. His .410 average
 is 
second
 highest in the PCAA.
 
Alter












Spartans  will send 
Kris 
Sorensen
 and probably 
Sieve  Hinckley against Bill 
heim and Pete Martinez. 
ilinckley
 will get the start it 
normal 
starter
 Randy Zylker 
still can not 
throw effectively. 
Lylker has 
been plagued with 
back problems 
and  H sore arm. 
   
 
l'he freshmen baseball team 
15-131 winds up the 
1973 




I IC-Berkely Bears. 
the Spartababes travel to 
Berkeley today
 tor the first 
game. The Bears are in first 




start for the Spartans is 
third -












to meet the Spartans on home 
turf  at 2:30 
p.m.
 Greg Rowe 
will throw




 come off an 11-2 
vic-
tory against










for their final 
doubleheader












at 228-6 1/2. 
Spartans 




















challenged  in 
the 800





Spikettes  and 
Nancy  Mullins 
12:18.5) of the 
Sacramento 
Road 
Runners.  Miss 
Larrieu,  
who is 
recovering  from an 
auto  
accident suffered
 in Belgium 








-the  200 
and 400 -meter run in which 
she has 
24.3  and 55.2 cloc-
kings.  
lop 
adversaries  in the 200 
will be 
Debbie  Bytield 124.51.  
Creole 
Miller 125.01 from 
Ravenwood




In the 400, she will lace 
Kathy 
Weston  156.21  of Wills 
tipikettes 
and  Marie Nickson 
156.61 from  Berkeley.
 
Vicki 
Eberly  14:451 






 in the 
1500 -
meter  run with 
Miss  Annex 




 events,  
the  atten-
tion 
goes  to shot 
putter  Al 
Feuerbach,
 who cut lose 
the 
hird longest 












competing  in his 
home




upon  Randy 
Matson's
 world 
record  of 71-5 
1,2. 
Battling for the top 
spot
 will 




 and is the only other 
amateur 




 rated the man 
to beat in the





 runner should 
be 
followed
 closely by SISLls 
Vince 
Breddell. and the Bay
 
Area 
Striders  Ralph LiJons 
(14.3). John 
Pettis and Norbert 
Payton 
all at 9.3. 
Meet 
officials will be 
equipped 
to handle close 
linishes,
 HS they 
will  use an 
Omega Photo
-Sprint  Camera 
similar 
to the one 
used  in the 
1968
 and '72 Olympics.
 The 
camera
 times to one
-hundreds  
of a second
 and projects 
a pic-
ture 












53.50 general admission and 









AREA'S  #1 ENTERTAINMENT
 
SPOT  






























CELLAR: Joe Ferrara 
CELLAR:  

















 wide selection 
of beer and 
























San  JoseState 
University
 
its the same way.





Rogers  as 









will be 7:30 and
 admission 
prices are









Dave  Chaney, whose number 







alumni  roster will 
be
 the likes 
at Jimmie 
Lassiter,  the all-time 
kick-off and
 punt return 
leader 
at SISU; Ken 
Berry, the 
career total 
offense leader at 
SISI.113,504 
yards); Steve Cox, 
he career pass
 catching leader 
with 92 and Larry Barnes. 
the 






strengthening  the 
alumni 
roster
 will be no less 
than
 10 former 
progridders
 in-
1.luding Chaney (Winnipeg), 
Henry Kalama (San Fran-
cisco),  Roy Hall (Atlanta), and 
a host of others. 
The varsity 
will be lead by 
quarterback Craig Kimball, 
running 
backs Larry Lloyed 
and last years' Varsity MVP 
Dale Knott, All-American 
Honorable 
Mention  tight end 
Chris Moyneur,
 and offensive 
linemen
 Art Kelley. Mike 
O'Toole, 
Bob Minklein and Ed 
Smith.  






linebackers Carl Ekern and 
Emanuel 
Armstrong
 and a 
secondary featuring Mike 
Hopkins and Dwayne Price. 
A flock of newcomers from 
the freshman team,  as well as 
IC transfers, feature Jerry 
Dyer IWRI, Larry Houston 





Varsity leads series 4-2 
"The Spring Thing" 
is the 
title of this year's clash,
 as the 
Varsity leads the series 4-2. 
The Varsity -Alumni
 series 
began in 1962. 
when
 the 
Varsity took the Alumni apart
 
27-15, catching the Alumni
 for 
three safeties in the 
process.  
In the 1963 tilt,  the Varsity 
once again demolished
 the 
Alumni 23-6, following suit in 
1964 with a 21-14 win. 
The year 
1965 marked the 
only






In addition to at least eight
 
All-Americans. the annual 
Alumni -varsity water polo 
will have an added attraction. 
Observing the action in 
the  
Men's Pool tomorrow at 7:30 
p.m. will be the newly ap-
pointed assistant coach lor the
 
American water polo team 
that will participate in the 
University Student Games
 











is not open on 







participating  in a 
two day 
ree-t
 hrow tournament 




should call Penny Terry at 







A participant will shoot 25 
shots and has to make at 
least 20 to go into the final 
rtill101 
II 
lie is Lee 
Walton.  Coin. 
cidentally. 














Union,  IAAL11 
Walton is the 
only cogh tor 
the games that
 is not as-
sociated with the AAU. 
rho Spartan 
coach is also 
president
















 in the post -season 
water




however, will be 
SISU's 
water  polo team. 










 will be 







Simpson  and 



























Others are Fred Belcher, 
Mike 
Monsees, Bill Gretz, 
Steve 
Hamann  and Gary Hind. 
Hind waxen 




-There is no taster 
water 
pologame than that play in 
our 
pool." Walton said. The Men's 






Walton is pleased with 
his  
team's






looking team I 
have  seen," said 
Walton, "Only 
last year's team 
played better 
































one chick comes in free! 
Admission $1.25 













shutout.  as 




It also marked the first
 time 
most valuable player awards 
were bestowed formally. Cass 
Jackson 
IDEI) sparkled for the 
Alumni
 and John Travis 111B) 
Was MVP 
for
 the Varsity. 
l'he 
next year brought 
about  
an 











i. UUP at 
Stun:opal 
stadium ill 9 40 
p.m.  
*MUSH  BASEBALL, 
I he Speriababas 
Irks Ill.bar






SISi I noel 1 UP 
deem tor a 
doubt..beader






 San Imre Invtlational
 Merl 
ol

































Science  Fiction 










































Hated  R 
"SWEDISH





All Color Snow 
beat the Varsity












































teams  comprised 







return  of the 
series,  as the 
Alumni






















LOW AIR FARES ON 
INTER -EUROPEAN FLIGHTS 
ISRAEL  AFRICA
  ASIA 
ALSO AVAILABLE 
INTERNATIONAL 1.0 CARDS 
STUDENT
 EURORAIL PASSES 
Than
 flights 














995 MARKET STREET  
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103 
Please mail me 
information
 on flights 
Name.   
Address'    




INTERNATIONAL FOOD BAZAAR 
on Seventh 
Street 
11 e.m.- t3Opm 
reaturing
 
foods troot the 





















Ansambl  Balkansko 
Ustrzensko &Scottish
 Country Dance 
Ensemble
 













































 YOU NEVER NEMO 
OF BEFORE WHEN': 
YCHA CAN
 Ally  BR/Cl
 S 

















just a few examples 











































































 WARREN HEIN 
It can no longer
 be said that 
the dark side 
at
 the 
moon is of 
no interest. Pink Floyd's
 latest 
album. "The Dark 
Side
 al the 
Moon.- has some
 at the best 
rock music released this 
year. 
The  English group has 
put  
out numerous albums before
 
'Dark 
Side.-  but none 
match  
the new
 one for blending sheer
 
rock




example of the diversity 
can be heard











 then floats 
to 




 in the 
mellow  
cut, "Breathe,"













 "On the 
Run." 
consists 




















Then  a huge 





 by the 
VCS3  leads into 





lalla,r,1 IQ. 15 
11.1i  
sounds
 to be 














































quiet  music 
to blaring 
hard 
rock.  -the 
Great 












noaler anti louder. Clare Tarry 
is 
leatured  as a crying 
agonized soul, not using 
lyrics,
 but crying like an 
angelic Banshee, 
the second side al 
"The 
Dark Side
 of the Moon" begins 
with the 
originally  handled 
tune. "Money.-
 Here the tape-
recorded 
effects engineered 
by drummer Nick 
Mason 
sound out the clinkingot 
coins 
and the opeing ot a 
cash  
register, setting the 
beat
 tor 
the pounded out tune
 that 
satirically 












Them,"  alien aired 
on FM 
radio,
 is a 
mellow  piece 
at
 rock at it's softest. It 
takes  








 the title. Waters 
attempts
 'with moderate 
success) to 





posed of one human race,  
not  
an "us" and "them-  with 





































































 at both, but
 with am-
biguity. 








intent,  often leases 
it to the 
listener
 to





Damage,-  sounding 
much like








comes from two of 
the  lines: 





lit see you on the dark side of 
the moon. 
The album drills 
into
 
'Eclipse," a cant inuance al the 
theme of














Pink Floyd's album 
throws  
no shadows on the 
world ol 
rock music, only a bright light. 
Every cut is an adventure, 
giving the listener faith that 
the richer melodies of rock can 
combine 
with the not -so -









By VIRGINIA GOLDEN 
Despite it's many 
shortcomings, "The Americen 
Mate-  by Myron Brenton, has 
some value in it's treatment of 
sexism in our 
society.  said Dr. 
Celeste Brody,
 associate 






 !acuity hook talk at San 
4C- on*: 
Van









Palace  of the 
Legion of Honor has 





an exhibition of 
French art from 
thecollections  
assembled
 by Norton Simon.
 
The 
















Web,"  loses 
macho!













































































































anything  unless 
there's 



























 has its 
strengths  and 
weaknesses.  In 
its 
favor,  it 
shows






illustrate  the book. 
But 
the  animation 
doesn't  
hold up 
to the quality of old 
Disney 
films like"Uumbo" and 
"Song 
of the South." The 
animators
 too of ten seem 
to 
restrict 
movement  to moving 
lips. 
Although 
youngsters  will 





movie bulls are 






Lincoln Park in the 
California  Vicarage 
Garden Under 
Palace of the Legion of 
Honor Snow." dating 
from the artist's 
in San 
Francisco.
 Dutch period. 
The paintings are 
"The
 This exhibit will 
include 
Mulberry Tree," done in 
1889  more than 60 important 
works  
during  Van Gogh's period 
in
 of the 17th through 
the  20th 
the  south of France, and "The 
centuries  on loan from  the 
Norton Simon, 
Inc. Museum of 























also  on display. 
use
 State University. 
Written in 1966, the book 
has achieved popularity only 
during the past 
few
 years, 
with the advent of 
the  feminist 
movement.
 stated Dr. Brody. 
She pointed out that 
although
 rather emotional and 
alien laden with cliches. "'I'he 
American Male" is a valuable 
in that it takes the popular 
leminist viewpoint to another 
level, 
lathe




problem in terms of personal 
relationships, rather than 
socio-economic terms, she 
said. His aim is to 
demonstrate





 good and had, and 
that "humanistic values have 
no sex."
 
Brenton develops this idea 
by examining the masculine 
role, and what the ideal of that 
role should be. He stresses 
that this ideal applies to 
women as 
well.  
The American male, says 
Brenton. is a man who has 
based his identity on the 
breadwinning role. He is 
torced
 to function as the 
provider, while the woman 
spends the money, 
this concept is being 
threatened by women now, 
who choose to 
assume the 
provider 
role as well. Men and 
women should be more 
Ilexible in regard to their roles, 




ships  and is the key to 






the male must measure 
himself against. The image of 
the athlete suggests that 







laces  another dilemma 
through his 
-fear  ol 
feminization" says Brenton. 





































 Man on 
Campus
 
gets a big 
thirst,  
it 
takes  a big  







































































TUES. AT 10 P.M. 
20 
00





















 tor the 
male  
who  worries 
about




















 of men 
and  women are 
very com-
lortable to many,
 said Or, 





 of the 






concluded, is a 
difficult  task. 
KSJS  
Log  



















































interpretation will be 
judged 
in the Drama Department's Dr. 





It, in the Studio 
theater. They are open to all 
students.  
May
 7 is the deadline to 
register in the Drama office. 
Based on the finals on Tues-
day, May 15, the $50 per 
semester award will be funded 
from proceeds of "The Thurber 






















contest honors the 
late Prot 
Emeritus Dorothy Kaucher. 
Lk. Kaucher,  a 
professor  at 
San lose 
State University 



















 756 UNION ST SF 
Friday &Saturday eves 5:30 








































plete  piano music at 
composer 
Ingold Dahl. 
who  died in 1970. 
Uahl and 




 Dahl has been 
considered one  



















work as a psychiatrist. 
and his 
later  years. 
May.












"Reel  leclions, 
sonatina
 all 
Marcia."  "Pas 
larale  
Montana.




will  be the 

























from San Francisco o, 
,an Jose 
*mac n Motet 
.1.1os







 24, .11 22, Au 5 
PUERTO VALLARTA: 
Je 

























PHONE:  (415) 
563-2361 






   WANT TO MAKE A LITTLE MONEY?    
WANT









LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO TEACH THE 
RECREATION & CRAFT 
CLASSES_
 IF YOU ARE 
EXPERIENCED  IN ANY  CRAFT OR LEISURE ACTIVITY 
AND WOULD BE INTERESTED IN INSTRUCTING A 
































 can see 
a lot 
more  of 
the U.S. for













terrific  new 
money  






















































 of bonus 
coupons
 good for 




































to be young. For 
all  the 
details write: 
TWAIT 
PAYS TO BE YOUNG*, Box 25, Grand 










































































































































past  50 
years 
aiitt has glad! 
poleillintlhe di  




oft  their sets when 
something
 bad is on. 
" they glue themselves to 
the  
machine in the hope 
that  
something
 better will 
appear. 
Inevitably




Effects on family 
A choice target for TV-etfect 
surveys 
across




























then  everyone troops off 
to bed 
bleary-eyed

























































































May 11th,  10 00-2 00 
on 7th St Spon-
Gored by 
Co-rec.
 Sign up for SPACE 
1000-2.50
 
in front of Student 




























John & Mary 













Our incentiviN are ample 



















Please make comparisons 
We will
 ask 
you  to 
do
  little research
 
before  we M1 yOu 
sponsor
 in 
JOHN & MARY 
466 So Sin e2 
291-3656 
GUYS AND GALE 
Join
 a courgoeqe BALLET ciass at 
Eater,. Scnooi
 











 ia 10ent Director 241- 
1 MO 
GOT A 













































SANDWICHES  rren 351-650
 











ALL  DOLLY FANS
-Actress 



















 Steve Merritt 
Student  & children, 
rates
 from 





 special  230





 2864841 or 
come by 30E San 
Fernando
 ago S.1 Box 
Once or al door 





FREE MONEY' Free 
housing,  free 
education  
free clothing free 
humors.
 
tree travel. How to get it 
Free details, 
write 
Box  77346. Atlanta.




 to snow 
you the 
things Mil

















12 noon to 

































DON'T  MISS KWAIDAN. Hern I famOuli
 
Samurai ghost story plays May 24 
et 











 dying of thirst but of 
WC& of love How do we relearn to love? 
How do we End oureelvee 
and lunar our 
potential In thls 
dehumaniteng  
world? 
The SEARCH FOR SELF. 12 contem-
larery
 films to be sheen four Monday 
e













Each  evening will 
conclude  




Union,  Soria ticket
 Se 
Students. (10 
































For info wrIM 
NOW, 1402 
Star  












Female Hurry and $3 to 
Sox 
839 La Criss 
Calif 91214
 For Job 
Directory
 
I ickets for the 






 tickets are $3.50 ($2.50 
tor 
studentsp





















WED CINEMA T ne Hill 
with Sean 
Connery. May 9. 3.30 & 7.30 MD 
Auditorium  506. 
MONDAY CINEMA
 "Loves of  Blonde's 











VW stahonwagon '87 rebuilt engine
 in 64 
body Utterly dependable. Best offer over 
5695 Call 353-2291 
116 MERC. CYCLONE, 2 
dr.
 HT, yellow 
elk int 06-4 MK PS, 
PEI. rent. 390 Eng. 
AT. bet
 , brakes. shOCkil. good 10,3E749. 
Gall 292-4530
 E. 5 
PM Must WI. 




for  camping 



























 so, icen 






 VW Camper 620S En 527 
,eavo note BX 269
 
Bldg 0 iNew 






























FOR  3 0 






94811723  lays 
241-8873
 eves 
I HAVE A 
CUTE! 
*9 Fiat 











VW SEDAN. Rebuilt 
















only  S575 goes by the 
name 
moor, Cali 257-9396 Eyes. 
*3 BSA 650. needs




 & hydraulic& $400 
ea /net otter Rich 356-3624
 
VA  
VW. Auto stick shift 
Good
 condehon 
New twee Call 374-8847 






S000 eat 5419 8-4 30 
'TO VW BUS Excellent 
condition
 Low 
mileage  Goa tires $1.000 or 
offer  Cali 
292-4598. 
3 DAISES P1CKUP TIRES & wheels for 
smut 
650.14






















































































ding St . 
San  Jose, Cs. 
247-4800.
 
















-$25,  ETerT1 
blanket/spread  $10. 
Port










 Call 36E1009 
PRICED TO SILL 
Sofa
-converts 





481 after Spin 






111 SS .11111 
walk in 
after
 work,  pick up his 
sleeping child from the floor in 
Ironl
 of a blaring 'IV.
 He 



























whit,- L1111,11 rft 











 position, this student




television  set contributed to his 
drowsiness.  Depending 
upon the situation, 
this can either 
be a good 
or bad effect of the
 controversial 
box.  





































Psychologist Brian lackson 
asserts that 
whenever  a wile 
brings 
























hey  eat their dinner in 
front  
of 
it and are settled 
for the 
night,-
 he said. 
He said husbands
 have a 
counter 
complaint  that the 
wives sit and 
wat ch TV all day 
then















effects,  but when 
carried 
intoa  real life situation 






performing on Tv 
with tender 
concern, loving 
dialogue  and 
idealistic
 chivalry. Men 
see 


































SUP INCENSE  25-29C
 








LiOODS BINOCULARS 522 00 & UP 
HLACKLITE COMPLETE la' 51i 
95 4 




ULU BULB $395 INDIA
 PRINTS FISH 
NETTING 








 SJSu Phone 
292-0109  










 at v price Beet 
Scr-Fi
 
selection  in Bey Area Records
 too We 
nave the books
 you want & need & best 
Prices
 in 










 lite meter 550. Elmo 
movie camera 
aces,  8 zoom lens $30 
Call 295-7441
 
NIKKORMAT FIN Body. Chrome Ex-
cellent 
cond.  $1307offer. 
275-0696. 
SAVE
 THIS AD' Before you pumas' 
costly  Slere0 equip 
retail








 needs! We 
guarantee the 
lowest  















S593 Or 252-2028 
A MILUON USED 
BOOKS paperbacks 
on.el and 
magazines Neal old 
nooks 




























 FOAM RUBBER 
404 
PER  POUND 
ANY AMOUNT




























































best  Stereo 
loudspeaker 









 needs a Summer Staff 2 
day
 camp leaders. 1 facility
 sup?
 and 1 
lifeguard Contact
 Penny Terry in AS 









FOR CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW CALL 
WANDA 
HAMMOND. DISTRICT MANAGER 
4011-
3564227 
MARRED COUPLE wanted to menage 
apis 
& iliondrette Must be capable of 





 3 mats from 
campus. 256-0196 
LOOKING FOR GOYS with or 
without 
cars to run sales crews Sat, Sun & 
eves
 
2e0-4920  3032 Lawrence Espy at Can
-
trait Sante Clara, Green




 TOP $$$ 
even while 
Owning Day or night 
shift or pan -time 
V.I.P. 








full -COP epic of the 
historic Japanese at-
tack on Pearl Harbor
 during WWII. 
7510
 
PM, May 4, Morris Dailey 
Ala 504 adrn 
S
ALESMEN




rniselion. yeisalary. Call 2863339. 
B EYSITTIR








GOES  for 
photographic  
modeling  Ex -
OMIT pay Cell 
Mr
 Carman at 2974466 
tat 30 between 4-6 PM 
VOLUNTEERSNEEDED
 now at Life 
bch001
 884 S 2nd
 St Also inteonewing 
for Head Teacher for Sept Call 998-1546 
WANTED, One-1;01-snol PR man to res-
tore the Nixon image.








wedeln -expel'. preferred. 








 work Ms, 1-5 
pm., neat,
 cheerful 
personalityl  Must 
know city well, 
and nave good driving 
record, age: over 21 
$2.25 hr. Beginning 
now or end of 
school.
 Apply 815 W. San 
Fernando. near
 Sunol St. 
voLurcravie needed 10 teach 
arts and 
crafts 
class at Fi Nada Friendship
 Club. If 
interested.  call 990-9377. 
LIQUOR STORE CLERK Part-time ex -
penance
















tom St 272-0295 
TWO FEMALES 
needed to share large. 
partly Wm. 2 bdrrn.
 house 
1/1 other girt. 
$50rmo.
 Pats 





OLD CASTLE. with 
mom 
& 




ROOM-KIT. Co-ed Reserve now for 
summer. 
Summer rata June tau
 
August Ivy Hall 279 E San 
Fernando.  
Clean, quiet close 294-0472.
 293-9614. 
253-1152.  
MOD FURN. APT. #3, 1 bedroom, 1/2 
block from 











 Ind. 499 S. 
7th  2954362 or 266-4362.
 
ROOMS, MEN, Cheerful.
 airy,  wall to wail 
carpet Good beds 
Outside  entrance 




in quiet home Ideal for study 
Parking, 





 man $75,no 21364154 
DELUXE 
FURS. apt tor 
rent 5130 mo 4 
tons horn campus Quiet See 'nonage. 
out 0,1 
165 E Reed 
St
 SJ 
SAN AAAAA NO0 HOUSE -Great at-
mospnere linen 













 5(197mo  295-9504 or 
2S34346
 





 $130. unturne$120 
w new 
carpets  Quiet 
atmosphere
 near 






UNIVERSITY CLUB -CO-0d Beautiful 
fireONCe  grand Piano. color












urnakfast From 579/rno 
202  So 11th 
293-7374
 
niece IIIEDROOM HOUSIlor, Across 
spat from camas furnish or unfurn 
 acuity preferred Cali 
354-4363  
$169  
Large stud° sap study room 










FOR RENT; 2 bedroom 
honlhed 
apartment. $150. 533 South 10th Street, 










N 5th Si 
FREI RENT. One months Free Rent to 
Students





 adult and family 
sections,  small pets, recreation facilites 
2 
ohm  2 bath from $175 Unfurnithed 
Item 5195 
furnished  3 barn apt, also 
available




CUTE  COTTAGE 2 
br.   studio
 Cots,
 
drys , Move  
rang..  some fon 
cathedral  
liv nn 






 2 bath, garage. pate. 
and Iota of 
perking  611 S 




summer. Phone 296-5255  
Lemon 
HOUSE party turn for 8. $200 
summer. $320 rsig 
HOUSE  for 4. 2
 
bar 
$130. sum. UNIT 10,2{70 suns $100 
rag
 
S 11th & San Carlos, 24E3023 Or 
730-
5479. 
HOUSE 'URN. $100 Skimmer, 3 bdrms f or 
5 
nice  $240 













Bedroom.  2 bath-pool  





























 for J B 
or
 Mr Lee 
rwo FEMALES needed to share
 large. 
partly turn. 2 bdrrn house w, 1 other girl. 
5507mo.
 Pets ok. For 
summer.  293-3702. 
SUPER LARGE 1 bdrm. apts. 
Ircarpettng  Furnished. 
$135/mo. 
Summer rates $115. 439 S. 4th
 St. Call 
ilit40611{ 
HOUSES, WOMEN for 









& freezer,  volley ball 
& tennis court 
Will 
accomodate groups 
of 4 6. £1 Call 
at 406 
So 11th St 
2 
BORM. Apt. 5135/month
 or Studio 
595/month.
 601 S 
591 St See mgr. IS or 
call











 wanted 600 5. 9th 






2 both $140 mo-summer
 















 3rd SLIM 
294-8580  
FURNISHED
 STUDIO'S Men only. 
$80 620 South 3rd 
$75 800 
South  eh 
HOUSE, 3 
bdrrn.,  2 be., 
garage,  pose & 
Iota of parkin&




















Preferred -2 blocks from 
cam-
pus $55 upsteirs,
 if you ion us you 
gel  
wholesale groceries




LARGE 3 bdrrn.. 2 be, apt. $2157rno. Fall; 





 2 bath,  turn. spts. Now 
renting for 




294-7385  winter rates $150 
ROOMS 
FOR  RENT IN 
downstairs section 






$75/rno.  ail Call 265-0188or 
204-1752  
SUMMER RATES AVAILABLE NOE 
Private MT vOkitu Sep. entrance, 
large,  
light, say. 294-6472, 293-9814. 253-1152 
279 E. 







Spsmous house Close to 
campus. 
Available June 1st. Call 294-2909.
 
NOUN to snare 
or room to rent Los
 
Gatos 
Full privileges. pool. single 
Mullett or couple. 356-8784 
or 3869036. 
FROM
 856/mo New rooms 
across  th 
campus. 
Kit  priv, util pd. Men at 
gth, 




 BUMMER RAMS BEGIN 
JUNE 1st 
horn  $40. Open dely for 
inspec-
tion Call 










 S 11th 
& San 
Larlos 





















 a I I 
  IN POTTERY, rnecrame 
stainedglass 
Reasonable  rata Blbssom 
Hill Crafts. 356-8784 or 356-9035 
LEGAL SECRETARIES do 
fast,  accurate 
typing on IBM 
Selectric. Cell Nancy or 
Mary 267-3160 or after 6 PM 
238-1540.  
PASSPORTS -I,  D. PHOTOS 
4 for
 13.50. One day servtc 
Sam
 -3p m 
Salt II 
a.m
 to noon 
TINKERBELL
 






last IBM Selectric Cal Helen 263-2739 
CREATE YOUR OWN LANGUAGE 











 your wedding day. 
you went them 10 express  
thousand 
'rungs. BRIDAL 
FAIRS  FLOWER 
SERVICE features truly creative 
com-
binations ol floral 







tastic student prices. We invite you to 
compare
 
...bridal bouquets start at only 
$850 Student special $5 discount with 
wedding order accompanied by this ad. 





Try our DRY 












USING 8 years in ParitIM.A. 
at 





in my North 
sae  home. 
reasonable




COMPLETE  FIRST JUMP INSTRUC-
TIONS  
ALL
 EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED. 





-PAST. Accurate. Can edit -













































 New York 
Ufa, 
Westinghouse. 











er Mast s 
Reports 
Dismnalione  
Marisnne Tamberg - 1924 
Harris 
Telephone 





























 tonna, Call 

















HIGH quality wedding photography 
for 
LOWEST Bay Area rates $88 includes 
gold & 















011 51 25 each 
Staff  of 20 
photographers
 Make an 
appointment
 to 
see our samples -then decode Open 
every evening until 10 pm For 
FREIE  
















































































 CI 111,11 had
 
elch, act









 leave TV deSITIOS  
the  
best 





















Garnett tit San 
lose
 claims II ruins 







 there is one thing
 essen-
tial 
to !trait h 
s good 
LirCUIEGIOD.
 When old people 
position 
themselves  an chairs 
and 
couches
 for long 
periods,  
It can













 becomes a 
way ot



















conversation,  or 
use the 
















Out 01 30 
SPill  students 
interviewed,
 less than
 20 per 
cent 
proved







one  hand 





claimed  it's dit-
to:oh to pull away as one
 show 



























Typing. editing wed & under) 
Also 
Everything  















IF YOU'RE ENGAGED... 





 pan in making 
our line  Of
 
Wedding Invitations and Accessories the 
most
 


















Selection  of truly 
original
 aCces-
boom and announcements to choose 
frOrn-With a very special 
gift  offer loony 
05/153 student with this 
ad
 





Calif.  95014 
Phone  253-1131 
PERSONALS
 









Girls  Oiner IS 






Plasma  program and
 
receive
 up 10 
540.montnly 




























 one Man Is one
 All religions are 
One 3 reasons to 
investigate  the 
SAHA') 
FAI IN 




CHINESE Tai Chi art 8 exercise for 
health
 & relaxation. old 8 young 
Also 
sword
 & falChion, 327-9350 4-10 PM 
TENSION?  PRESSURE? PROBLEMS? 
Students are hare to serve you. listen & 
refer you, Peer Drop-In Center Diablo 
Rm. Student Union. Come in any time 
10.30-8.30 M.P. 
FRIDAY FUCKS -Ton, Tam Timer A 
lull -color epic of the historic Japanese at-
tack on Pearl Harbor during 
VAN 11.7610 

















LEAD guitarist needs drummer and bass 
guitahe to play local spots eland town. 
Call Frank 2689632. 
FREE  MALE IMNIATURI 
Dachshund.  2 
yrs. old

























tea, 52nd St 
Sacramento
 CA 95819 
RUSSIA -SCANDINAVIA.
















Write Whole Forth Travel
 Ltd 
Box 





 Pays To Be 





can help you make your
 GETAWAY Fly 
or?
 Joh




up to 24 months 
to
 
pay with a 
FREE 
uETAWAY  CREDIT CARD 
Call
 225-






 or your local
 travel agent 
EUROPE







trirougnout Europe Russia and 
Memco  
Official





















































July  4 Brussels


















 Aug. 8 
Araterdamto  Oak 
0C-10 
Ly 





Aug.  22 Zurich





One  way Monts
 
5159. For 









MAZATIJiNI  round tnp 
avant 8 nights 
9 days




 TA round trip 
airfare;  
B nights.9 









ONE  WAY 
CH AAAAA
 TO 


























Dog found. German 
Shepard
 mut adult -
male,  brown and black wired collar, 






















Print Name  
Ph,  
Address   










SPARS AN DAILY 
CLASSIFIED. SAN 




















 PHONF 277 
3175 
